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Z334 Hargis

Z330 from Life, 2013 - just before reflex reactions commence and just before
brain matter appears on the trunk and Ms. Connally’s head.
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Z335 Hargis

Z334 from Life, 2013 - reflex reactions in progress as blood and brain
matter rain down on Ms. Connally and the lid of the trunk
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Z337 Hargis

Z337 from Life, 2013 - reflex reactions morph into alarm reactions as brain matter
stops raining down but continues to spread out over the trunk
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Z340 - alarm reactions just starting for Ms. Kennedy, Ms. Connally and Officer Hargis. We see the location
of the bullet wound in the base of the governor’s shoulder and the president’s disrupted cowlick area

Figure 8
Reflex and alarm reactions for the Z328 third shot and visible brain matter fallout: Z frames Z330-Z335,
Z337 and Z340 - Fallout - As of Z334, whitish brain matter is raining down on Ms. Connally. Fluids landed on the
trunk from Z332 to Z335 and began flowing/spreading rearward. Reflex reactions - From Z334 though Z337, Ms.
Kennedy is recoiling and jerking her right forearm up behind the president’s head. Ms. Connally is turning her head to
the right. Agent Kellerman, Hargis and Bothun are turning their heads to the left. Agent Greer is cringing and leaning
to the right. Alarm reactions - As of Z340 Hargis is turning his head hard right and slowing to a stop, Jackie is rising
out of her seat and Ms. Connally and Kellerman are diving for the center of the limo. These are cropped images that I
photo edited to increase brightness and contrast (Zapruder Family Collection/The Sixth Floor Museum at Dealey Plaza
http://www.jfk.org).
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